Newsletter Edition II / 2019
Dear readers, dear business partners,
In this year’s second edition we would like to go up in the air with you – at least a few metres. WSW are currently producing
forging parts for the Wuppertal Suspension Railway and in this newsletter we would like to give you more insight into this project.
Furthermore, starting with this newsletter, we would like to introduce some pharmaceutical companies from the Prange Group:

Yours Schulte-Wiese Gesenkschmiede

Wuppertal Suspension Railway – WSW supports WSW
“Look out suspension railway fans” the landmark of the city
of Wuppertal, the Wuppertal suspension railway, is picking up
speed again!
At the end of November 2018 a 350m long conductor rail collapsed though fortunately nobody was hurt. As it was a chain of
several factors WSW mobil GmbH decided to insert an additional,
independent safety mechanism made of forged parts. As a certified producer for Deutsche Bahn (German Rail) we were predestined for this task. For that reason WSW mobil GmbH provided
us with a prototype milled from a single block, together with the
CAD data.
We accepted the challenge and used the available data to design the suitable forged geometry in order to then produce the
forging blank. After that it was scrutinised directly at Bergisch
University Wuppertal – Institute for Constructive Engineering – in
the presence of WSW mobil GmbH employees and subjected to
severe load testing.

and thus it absolutely exceeded all expectations.
Now the Wuppertal suspension railway with our forging can “hover” over the streets of the town again with a maximum speed
of 40 km/h and take its passengers safe and sound from A to B.
We are delighted that we were able to help WSW mobil GmbH
out of this unfortunate situation and we are not afraid to face the
next challenge.
If you too would like to make use
of our know-how in a specific,
targeted way or if you are unsure
whether certain milled parts can
also be forged, then do not hesitate to contact us.

The forged part according to specifications had to withstand a
load of 3.7 kN – that corresponds to approximately 0.377 tonnes
–. It was shown that the part which we had forged withstood a
load of 36.471 kN – equivalent to approximately 3.719 tonnes –

Our employees

Our former founder Wilhelm SchulteWiese was always referred to in
Himmelmert as "dicker Willi"(Fat Willi).
After his death the nickname was taken over by Willi Sönnecken, whom
we would like to introduce now.

"As my hobby is running an agricultural farm, as a child I already became
familiar with forging parts on agricultural machines. If cast iron was used
this wore out or broke faster than with
a drop forging. Example: when I was
about 20 I bought a carpenter’s hammer in a DIY store. Price
14.40 DM (cast iron). It lasted for about 1 year and then I could
chuck it away. Then I bought a new hammer (forged) price
49.95 DM. I am still using it to this very day and it will certainly
pass on to the next generation.

As many members of my family already worked in drop forging
and I was interested in the further development of drop forgings, it was clear that I too wanted to work at a forge.
It isn’t only because of the family-like working climate that I
have worked here for over 45 years but also because we all pull
together in order to master the ever recurring new challenges.
I can really say that I still like going to work because we have
a lot of fun there. "
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Today in focus
Abanta Pharma GmbH has its headquarters in Plettenberg, the company’s sales and logistics unit is in Leipzig. In
Leipzig, together with its affiliated company– the contract
manufacturer LAW Services GmbH –Abanta has formed a
centre of excellence for the development, production and
sales of medicinal products.
Abanta Pharma stands for a pharmaceutical company with
a carefully chosen product portfolio focussing on ointments
and creams for various dermatological applications. Our product range comprises both prescription medicines as well as
OTC medicines.

One of our products is PANTHENOL CREME. Panthenol is used to help with
the healing process of slight and superficial skin and mucous membrane
damage.

The company
Founded:
In Prange Group since:

2015
2015

Turnover:

4 million euros

Employees:

10

Certification:

Pharmaceutical wholesale
licence in accordance with §
52a of the Medicines Act GDP
(Good Distribution Practice)

Website:

abanta-pharma.de

Medical products and cosmetics complete our portfolio. We
provide, inter alia, pharmacies, clinics and pharmaceutical
wholesalers with our products. In order to attain and retain
optimal quality standards for our products we place great
value on production in Germany.
The regulatory and medical-scientific support accompanying
our preparations is undertaken by experienced colleagues in
close cooperation with our experts.

Your contact partner

Core competences
Sales of the following products to pharmacies, pharmaceutical wholesalers and clinics:
• Medicines
• Medicinal products
• Cosmetics

Your direct line to us:
Wilhelm Schulte-Wiese Gesenkschmiede GmbH & Co. KG

Ebbetalstraße 164a • 58840 Plettenberg • Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 2391 9759-0 • Fax: +49 (0) 2391 9759-10
Managing Director: Dietmar Rohleder and Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Cengiz Tezsoy

www.schulte-wiese.com • E-Mail: info@schulte-wiese.com

Holger Frey
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